Abstract

This paper demonstrates a novel distributed architecture to facilitate the acquisition of Language Resources. We build a factory that automates the stages involved in the acquisition, production, updating and maintenance of these resources. The factory is designed as a platform where functionalities are deployed as web services, which can be combined in complex acquisition chains using workflows. We show a case study, which acquires a Translation Memory for a given pair of languages and a domain using web services for crawling, sentence alignment and conversion to TMX.

1 Introduction

A fundamental issue for many tasks in the field of Computational Linguistics and Language Technologies in general is the lack of Language Resources (LRs) to tackle them successfully, especially for some languages and domains. It is the so-called LRs bottleneck.

Our objective is to build a factory of LRs that automates the stages involved in the acquisition, production, updating and maintenance of LRs required by Machine Translation (MT), and by other applications based on Language Technologies. This automation will significantly cut down the required cost, time and human effort. These reductions are the only way to guarantee the continuous supply of LRs that Language Technologies demand in a multilingual world.

2 Web Services and Workflows

The factory is designed as a platform of web services (WSs) where the users can create and use these services directly or combine them in more complex chains. These chains are called workflows and can represent different combinations of tasks, e.g. “extract the text from a PDF document and obtain the Part of Speech (PoS) tagging” or “crawl this bilingual website and align its sentence pairs”. Each task is carried out using NLP tools deployed as WSs in the factory.

Web Service Providers (WSPs) are institutions (universities, companies, etc.) who are willing to offer services for some tasks. WSs are services made available from a web server to remote users or to other connected programs. WSs are built upon protocols, server and programming languages. Their massive adoption has contributed to make this technology rather interoperable and open. In fact, WSs allow computer programs distributed in different locations to interact with each other.

WSs introduce a completely new paradigm in the way we use software tools. Before, every researcher or laboratory had to install and maintain all the different tools that they needed for their work, which has a considerable cost in both human and computing resources. In addition, it makes it more difficult to carry out experiments that involve other tools because the researcher might hesitate to spend time resources on installing new tools when there are other alternatives already installed.

The paradigm changes considerably with WSs, as in this case only the WSP needs to have a deep knowledge of the installation and maintenance of the tool, thus allowing all the other users to benefit.
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from this work. Consequently, researchers think about tools from a high level and solely regarding their functionalities, thus they can focus on their work and be more productive as the time resources that would have been spent to install software are freed. The only tool that the users need to install in order to design and run experiments is a WS client or a Workflow editor.

3 Choosing the tools for the platform

During the design phase several technologies were analyzed to study their features, ease of use, installation, maintenance needs as well as the estimated learning curve required to use them. Interoperability between components and with other technologies was also taken into account since one of our goals is to reach as many providers and users as possible. After some deliberation, a set of technologies that have proved to be successful in the Bioinformatics field were adopted to build the platform. These tools are developed by the my-Grid team. This group aims to develop a suite of tools for researchers that work with e-Science. These tools have been used in numerous projects as well as in different research fields as diverse as astronomy, biology and social science.

3.1 Web Services: Soaplab

Soaplab (Senger et al., 2003) allows a WSP to deploy a command line tool as a WS just by writing a metadata file that describes the parameters of the tool. Soaplab takes care of the typical issues regarding WSs automatically, including temporary files, protocols, the WSDL file and its parameters, etc. Moreover, it creates a Web interface (called Spinet) where WSs can be tested and used with input forms. All these features make Soaplab a suitable tool for our project. Moreover, its numerous successful stories make it a safe choice; e.g., it has been used by the European Bioinformatics Institute to deploy their tools as WSs.

3.2 Registry: Biocatalogue

Once the WSs are deployed by WSPs, some means to find them becomes necessary. Biocatalogue (Belhajjame et al., 2008) is a registry where WSs can be shared, searched for, annotated with tags, etc. It is used as the main registration point for WSPs to share and annotate their WSs and for users to find the tools they need. Biocatalogue is a user-friendly portal that monitors the status of the WSs deployed and offers multiple metadata fields to annotate WSs.

3.3 Workflows: Taverna

Now that users can find WSs and use them, the next step is to combine them to create complex chains. Taverna (Missier et al., 2010) is an open source application that allows the user to create high-level workflows that integrate different resources (mainly WSs in our case) into a single experiment. Such experiments can be seen as simulations which can be reproduced, tuned and shared with other researchers.

An advantage of using workflows is that the researcher does not need to have background knowledge of the technical aspects involved in the experiment. The researcher creates the workflow based on functionalities (each WS provides a function) instead of dealing with technical aspects of the software that provides the functionality.

3.4 Sharing workflows: myExperiment

MyExperiment (De Roure et al., 2008) is a social network used by workflow designers to share workflows. Users can create groups and share their workflows within the group or make them publically available. Workflows can be annotated with several types of information such as description, attribution, license, etc. Users can easily find examples that will help them during the design phase, being able to reuse workflows (or parts of them) and thus avoiding reinventing the wheel.

4 Using the tools to work with NLP

All the aforementioned tools were installed, used and adapted to work with NLP. In addition, several tutorials and videos have been prepared to help partners and other users to deploy and use WSs and to create workflows.

Soaplab has been modified (a patch has been developed and distributed) to limit the amount of data being transferred inside the SOAP message in
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order to optimize the network usage. Guidelines that describe how to limit the amount of concurrent users of WSs as well as to limit the maximum size of the input data have been prepared.9

Regarding Taverna, guidelines and workflow examples have been shared among partners showing the best way to create workflows for the project. The examples show how to benefit from useful features provided by this tool, such as “retries” (to execute up to a certain number of times a WS when it fails) and “parallelisation” (to run WSs in parallel, thus increasing throughput). Users can view intermediate results and parameters using the provenance capture option, a useful feature while designing a workflow. In case of any WS error in one of the inputs, Taverna will report the error message produced by the WS or processor component that causes it. However, Taverna will be able to continue processing the rest of the input data if the workflow is robust (i.e. makes use of retry and parallelisation) and the error is confined to a WS (i.e. it does not affect the rest of the workflow).

An instance of Biocatalogue and one of myExperiment have been deployed to be the Registry and the portal to share workflows and other experiment-related data. Both have been adapted by modifying relevant aspects of the interface (layout, colours, names, logos, etc.). The categories that make up the classification system used in the Registry have been adapted to the NLP field. At the time of writing there are more than 100 WSs and 30 workflows registered.

5 Interoperability

Interoperability plays a crucial role in a platform of distributed WSs. Soaplab deploys SOAP10 WSs and handles automatically most of the issues involved in this process, while Taverna can combine SOAP and REST11 WSs. Hence, we can say that communication protocols are being handled by the tools. However, parameters and data interoperability need to be addressed.

5.1 Common Interface

To facilitate interoperability between WSs and to easily exchange WSs, a Common Interface (CI) has been designed for each type of tool (e.g. PoS-taggers, aligners, etc.). The CI establishes that all WSs that perform a given task must have the same mandatory parameters. That said, each tool can have different optional parameters. This system eases the design of workflows as well as the exchange of tools that perform the same task inside a workflow. The CI has been developed using an XML schema.12

5.2 Travelling Object

A goal of the project is to facilitate the deployment of as many tools as possible in the form of WSs. In many cases, tools performing the same task use in-house formats. We have designed a container, called “Travelling Object” (TO), as the data object that is being transferred between WSs. Any tool that is deployed needs to be adapted to the TO, this way we can interconnect the different tools in the platform regardless of their original input/output formats.

We have adopted for TO the XML Corpus Encoding Standard (XCES) format (Ide et al., 2000) because it was the already existing format that required the minimum transduction effort from the in-house formats. The XCES format has been used successfully to build workflows for PoS tagging and alignment.

Some WSs, e.g. dependency parsers, require a more complex representation that cannot be handled by the TO. Therefore, a more expressive format has been adopted for these. The Graph Annotation Format (GrAF) (Ide and Suderman, 2007) is a XML representation of a graph that allows different levels of annotation using a “feature–value” paradigm. This system allows different in-house formats to be easily encapsulated in this container-based format. On the other hand, GrAF can be used as a pivot format between other formats (Ide and Bunt, 2010), e.g. there is software to convert GrAF to UIMA and GATE formats (Ide and Suderman, 2009) and it can be used to merge data represented in a graph.

Both TO and GrAF address syntactic interoperability while semantic interoperability is still an open topic.
6 Evaluation

The evaluation of the factory is based on its features and usability requirements. A binary scheme (yes/no) is used to check whether each requirement is fulfilled or not. The quality of the tools is not altered as they are deployed as WSs without any modification. According to the evaluation of the current version of the platform, most requirements are fulfilled (Aleksić et al., 2012).

Another aspect of the factory that is being evaluated is its performance and scalability. They do not depend on the factory itself but on the design of the workflows and WSs. WSPs with robust WSs and powerful servers will provide a better and faster service to users (considering that the service is based on the same tool). This is analogous to the user installing tools on a computer; if the user develops a fragile script to chain the tools the execution may fail, while if the computer does not provide the required computational resources the performance will be poor.

Following the example of the Bioinformatics field where users can benefit of powerful WSPs, the factory is used as a proof of concept that these technologies can grow and scale to benefit many users.

7 Case study

We introduce a case study in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the platform. It regards the acquisition of a Translation Memory (TM) for a language pair and a specific domain. This is deemed to be very useful for translators when they start translating documents for a new domain. As at that early stage they still do not have any content in their TM, having the automatically acquired TM can be helpful in order to get familiar with the characteristic bilingual terminology and other aspects of the domain. Another obvious potential use of this data would be to use it to train a Statistical MT system.

Three functionalities are needed to carry out this process: acquisition of the data, its alignment and its conversion into the desired format. These are provided by WSs available in the registry.

First, we use a domain-focused bilingual crawler in order to acquire the data. Given a pair of languages, a set of web domains and a set of seed terms that define the target domain for these languages, this tool will crawl the webpages in the domains and gather pairs of web documents in the target languages that belong to the target domain. Second, we apply a sentence aligner. It takes as input the pairs of documents obtained by the crawler and outputs pairs of equivalent sentences. Finally, convert the aligned data into a TM format. We have picked TMX as it is the most common format for TMs. The export is done by a service that receives as input sentence-aligned text and converts it to TMX.

The “Bilingual Process, Sentence Alignment of bilingual crawled data with Hunalign and export into TMX” is a workflow built using Taverna that combines the three WSs in order to provide the functionality needed. The crawling part is omitted because data only needs to be crawled once; crawled data can be processed with different workflows but it would be very inefficient to crawl the same data each time. A set of screenshots showing the WSs and the workflow, together with sample input and output data is available.

8 Demo and Requirements

The demo aims to show the web portals and tools used during the development of the case study. First, the Registry to find WSs, the Spinet Web client to easily test them and Taverna to finally build a workflow combining the different WSs. For the live demo, the workflows will be already designed because of the time constraints. However, there are videos on the web that illustrate the whole process. It will be also interesting to show the myExperiment portal where all public workflows can be found. Videos of workflow executions will also be available.

Regarding the requirements, a decent internet connection is critical for an acceptable performance of the whole platform, specially for remote WSs and workflows. We will use a laptop with Taverna installed to run the workflow presented in Section 7.
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